
 



 



 



 





page1: 

panel1: 

narration:The body of soul is going to take an exam in a week. 

anxiety :Hey  soul ! There is so much to read!! the body should start reading!! 

Panel2: 

Soul is in between anxiety and boredom and listening to them 

Boredom: Don’t listen to her soul!The books are too boring to read! 

Soul : um…(confused) 

Panel 3: 

anxiety : boredom!!stop misleading soul ! 

panel4 : 

curiosity :Even I agree with boredom ! just prompt the body to watch the tv show that is left in between 

last week! 

Anxiety:no! soul! 

Soul:ok! I will prompt the body to watch the tv show… 

page 2: 

narration:day before exam 

panel1: 

anxiety : Soul !!  half of the syllabus is still left! The brain don’t even remember what the body read till 

now! 

Panel2: 

 fear :the body is going to fail! the body is going to fail! the body is going to fail!.........(teasing soul) 

panel3: 

confidence : soul! You can do it!don’t listen to fear! 

Panel4: 



Soul:no! I don’t think so! i should tell the body immediately…..(closes her eyes and conveys the 

message) 

page 3: 

narration:day of exam 

before exam: 

panel1: 

panic : soul!! there is only 10 min left for the exam!! the brain of body  forgot some important topics! 

Panel2: 

fear :See!the body is going to fail! the body is going to fail! the body is going to fail!....... 

soul: !! 

panel3: 

anxiety :soul !there is missfunction in brain of body due to the words of fear and panic and we have to 

do something about it or else it will affect the exam! 

Soul: OH! I will call confidence!!(trin trin trin)….. 

soul :hello!! Help me please! 

Panel4: 

Confidence: soul!  Just calm down ok !the brain knows everything!dont listen to panic and fear!ok!the 

body can do it! 

Soul: ok!(calms down and closes the eyes to convey the message) 

page 4: 

panel 1: 

soul closes the eyes and conveys the message 

narration:The body of soul starts writing the exam. 

Panel 2: 

soul :confidence! Your words helped body a lot and the body is doing well with her exam. 

 Happiness: yes!And  the brain knows all the questions in the paper  too. 



  

after the exam 

panel3: 

worry :soul ….. the body answered a question wrong and it may affect the grade! 

Soul: !! 

Panel4: 

happiness : hey ! hey ! soul ! don’t  to listen to worry ! just forget about the exam! Its holiday time!! 

Soul:yes!! Yay!!!! 
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